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Meeting summary 

 We can not say that this week was totally effective considering the development of the project. 

Due to this week’s being midterms and homework week, we couldn’t find enough time to show enough 

development but little improvements were made this week both on note leaving and dynamic 

messaging area. For the next week we should both improve these parts and also think about the parts 

that are going to be handled till the second demo. 

 

Individual Reports 

 

Şevket Dokgöz 

This week, I have studied on adapting the example about creating static tabs into our 

application. For that, a new tab should be opened for each conversation, and there should be enough 

tabs for all conversations. I am still working on this to apply it to our messaging area. 

 

Uğur Irmak 

This week, M.Ali and I improved note leaving operation. We added right-clicking “Leave a Note” 

option on the browser. In that process, we encountered some problems about importing JavaScript file 

to the current html file on the browser, but then we could manage it. After that, we will add database 

operations. 

 

Mehmet Ali Özkeskin 

I could not concentrate on the project at the first days of this week due to medical issues. When 

I came back, I got some knowledge about this week meeting and our assignments. Then I analyzed the 

leaving note operation that Uğur worked on. We together tried to   add new feature to note operation. 

There was a button to add to note previously, now we do this by right clicking and choosing “Leave a 

Note" option. 



 

Mustafa Çöçelli 

This week, I searched internet for finding examples about tabs. I read documentation about dojo 

toolkit that provide tab container for this stuff. I found an example that provides static tabs. We need to 

create tabs dynamically, and adapt it to our application. 

 


